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Autoimmune Polyendocrinopathy Syndrome Type I

(APS1) is a severe human multiorgan autoimmune

disorder, caused by mutations in the gene AIRE. Fol-

lowing this determination, a mouse model for the

disease was rationally designed by knocking out the

murine homologue, Aire. The Aire knockout mouse has

demonstrated that Aire initiates immune tolerance via

promiscuous transcription of organ-specific genes in

the thymus. Recent studies using the Aire knockout

mouse have demonstrated gene-dose dependency

and disease modifier loci, returning the onus of

exploration to human genetics.
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Introduction – disease to gene
of immune cells with organs throughout the body. As such,
Autoimmune Polyendocrinopathy Syndrome type 1 (APS1),

also known as Autoimmune Polyendocrinopathy–Candidia-

sis–Ectodermal Dystrophy (APECED), is a severe disease char-

acterised by autoimmunity against multiple peripheral

organs (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov OMIM #240300).

APS1 is a rare condition, most commonly found in Finnish,

Sardinian and Iranian Jewish populations. The most common

manifestations are HYPOPARATHYROIDISM, primary adrenocortical

failure and CHRONIC MUCOCUTANEOUS CANDIDIASIS and clinical

diagnosis of APS1 requires the presence of at least two out

of three of these primary disorders. There is considerable

variation in the combination of symptoms apparent in

each patient, with multiple additional disorders occurring
in addition to the three primary disorders. APS1 was deter-

mined to be a recessive monogenic disorder, on the basis of a

sibling penetrance of 24–25% [1]. The responsible allele was

mapped to 21q22.3 [2], and subsequently determined to be

loss-of-function mutations in the gene AIRE [3,4]. More than

50 nonsense and missense polymorphisms in AIRE are now

known to be associated with APS1 [5].

Disease models

APS1 is a systems disease, requiring the complex interaction

no in vitro or in silico systems have been developed to model

the disease state, although the in vitro studies on the AIRE

protein have been of undoubted value in determining the

biochemical activity of AIRE (see below). As a monogenic

Mendelian disorder caused by loss of AIRE, in vivo models

were able to be rationally designed by knocking out the

murine homolog Aire (with 73% sequence identity). Several

separate Aire knockout mouse strains have been developed, of

which the three published strains are summarised in Table 1.

Although the knockout strains were produced in slightly

different ways (as outlined in Table 1), the phenotype for

each model appears essentially the same, thus there are no

identified pros or cons to the different models. All indepen-

dent strains have demonstrated spontaneous lymphocytic

infiltration into multiple organs and the development of
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Glossary

Addison’s disease: autoimmune-induced failure of the adrenal cortex

with reduced production of adrenocorticotropic hormone.

AIRE: autoimmune regulator.

APECED: Autoimmune Polyendocrinopathy–Candidiasis–Ectodermal

Dystrophy

APS1: Autoimmune Polyendocrinopathy Syndrome Type 1

CBP: CREB-binding protein

Chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis: persistent and/or recurrent

infections of the skin, nails and mucous membranes with Candida species

(mainly Candida albicans)

HEL: hen egg lysozyme

Hypoparathyroidism: autoimmune-induced failure of the

parathyroid gland and reduced production of parathyroid hormone

Idd: insulin-dependent diabetes loci (murine)

IDDM: insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus loci (human)

insHEL: insulin-promoter driven hen egg lysozyme

insOVA: insulin-promoter driven ovalbumin

Modifier loci: loci capable of shifting the clinical manifestations induced

by autoimmune loci.

mTEC: medullary thymic epithelial cell.

OVA: ovalbumin.

Tolerogenic: induction of immunological nonreactivity to self.
autoantibodies. This spontaneous autoimmunity towards

multiple organs parallels the human phenotype, albeit with

far lower severity because this infiltration rarely progresses

into clinical disease and never into any of the three primary

characteristic disorders. This deviance from the human dis-

ease is of unknown origin, but might reflect the relatively

resistant background of the C57BL/6 strain to autoimmu-

nity (on which the knockout mice were originally charac-

terised, see below); differential reliance upon Aire-

dependent and Aire-independent tolerance mechanisms

between humans and mice; or simply physiological differ-

ences in target organ resistance to autoimmunity. Regard-

less, studies using these in vivo models have led to dramatic

increases in the knowledge of the mechanisms initiating

autoimmunity in APS1 patients.

Elucidation of the mechanism of Aire activity

The tolerogenic role of Aire

Initial studies on Aire expression demonstrated that neither

human nor murine AIRE/Aire is expressed in the target organs
Table 1. In vitro models for APS1

Group Design

Medical Genetics and Molecular Medicine,

University of Helsinki, Finland.

Neo cassette insertion in exon

to the most common human m

Immunology and Immunogenetics,

Harvard Medical School, US.

Cre-lox mediated deletion of e

premature stop codon created

Molecular Immunology,

University of Tokushima, Japan.

Neo cassette insertion replacin

exons 5–12.
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of autoimmunity, but rather is expressed in rare stromal cells

in the thymic medulla and in dendritic cells in secondary

lymphoid organs [6–8]. This finding led to the premise that

AIRE functions through the induction of immunological

tolerance of T cells. In particular, the intriguing possibility

existed that Aire could be connected to the ‘promiscuous’

expression of organ-specific antigens in the thymic medulla,

although few studies had previously linked this low level of

expression to tolerance induction [9]. A key breakthrough in

the field came through the analysis of Aire knockout thymi

[10]. Through bone-marrow chimeric and thymus transplant

studies it was demonstrated that the TOLEROGENIC role of Aire

resides in the thymic stroma. Importantly, on sorted medul-

lary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs), gene-chip analysis

demonstrated the reduced expression of several organ-speci-

fic antigens, including potential target autoantigens for APS1

diseases, such as pro-insulin [10]. It has since been estimated

that more than 2000–3000 organ-specific antigens are

expressed in human and murine mTECs [11,12], of which

�500 might be Aire-dependent [10,12]. The connection of

this transcriptional role for Aire to a tolerogenic mechanism

came through the use of 3A9 TCR transgenic mice, whereby

the majority of the T cell repertoire is reactive for the model

antigen hen egg lysozyme (HEL). When the TCR transgenic

mice are crossed to mice expressing HEL under the insulin

promoter (insHEL), HEL expression in the thymic stroma

directs the clonal deletion of autoreactive T cells [13]. In the

absence of Aire, the thymic expression of HEL is ablated,

leading to the defective clonal deletion of autoreactive T

cells, the peripheral accumulation of autoreactive T cells and

the development of autoimmune disease [14,15]. Thus, it

appears that the tolerogenic role of Aire is to provide thymic

expression of otherwise organ-specific antigens, allowing

the clonal selection process to purge the autoreactive clones

from the T cell repertoire (Fig. 1).

The transcriptional role of Aire

Currently, little is known about the mechanism by which

Aire regulates the transcription of organ-specific genes in

the thymic epithelium. In vitro studies of the biochemical

properties of Aire, reviewed in [16], indicate that Aire might
Autoimmune symptoms Refs

6, analogous

utation.

Lymphocytic infiltrate in ovaries, liver, adrenals.

Autoantibodies, reduced fertility.

[6]

xon 2 with

in exon 3.

Lymphocytic infiltrate in salivary gland, retina, ovaries,

stomach, pancreas, liver, thyroid. Autoantibodies.

[10]

g Lymphocytic infiltrate of the lacrimal glands,

parotid glands, submandibular glands, stomach,

pancreas. Autoantibodies.

[27]
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Figure 1. Tolerogenic pathway of Aire. Generation of diversity in T cell receptors leads to the development of both autoreactive and non-autoreactive

thymocytes. Expression of Aire in specialised epithelial cells in the thymic medulla (mTECs) leads to the transcription of organ-specific antigens, such as

insulin, in an as-yet undetermined manner. Translation and processing of these antigens, which might also be affected by Aire, lead to presentation at the cell

surface to thymocytes as a peptide/MHC complex. These complexes are able to induce directly the negative selection of MHC class I-restricted

autoreactive thymocytes, and might also negatively select MHC class II-restricted autoreactive thymocytes. These antigens are also ‘shared’ with local

resident dendritic cells, and following processing can induce deletion of both MHC class I- and class II-restricted autoreactive thymocytes. By purging the T

cell repertoire of such autoreactive T cell clones in the thymus, Aire is able to prevent peripheral activation and autoimmunity.
act as a transcription factor, as it localises within the nuclear

speckles [17,18] and interacts with CBP (transcriptional

coactivator CREB-binding protein) [19]. Furthermore, homo-

dimeric and homotetrameric Aire are capable of binding DNA

[20], and when tethered to DNA, Aire is capable of activating

transcription [19,21]. There are, however, several lines of

evidence that Aire does not act in the manner of a classical

transcription factor. First, the scale of promiscuous antigen

expression, at an estimated 500 genes [10,12], implicates a

nondirect role in gene transcription. Second, the clustering

of Aire-dependent transcripts might enable transcriptional

control via higher order chromatin regulation [12,22,23].

Third, the E3 ubiquitin-ligase activity of the Aire protein

suggests a nontraditional function in increasing promoter

activity [24], although this has been disputed [25]. One such

nonclassical transcriptional model has been a proposed

function for Aire as a higher order chromatin remodelling

protein, opening up chromatin structure in the clusters of

organ-specific genes. An alternative model, proposed by Farr
et al. [26], is based on the intriguing finding that lung

epithelial transcripts localise to thymic cysts with ultrastruc-

tural properties resembling lung epithelium. In this model it

is proposed that rather than directing the transcription of

each organ-specific transcript, Aire instead directs the dif-

ferentiation of clusters of thymic epithelium into specialised

lineages, which then proceed to initiate organ-specific tran-

scription in a classical manner. Further experiments will,

however, be required to test if either of these attractive

models is correct (see Outstanding issues).

A potential antigen processing role of Aire

Recently, several lines of data have come out that challenge

the new model of Aire acting via thymic transcription of

organ-specific antigens to induce central tolerance. In two

cases a failure of tolerance has been observed in Aire knockout

mice towards antigens that are not dependent on Aire for

their thymic expression. In the first case, Aire knockout mice

were found to have a strong anti-a-fodrin autoimmune
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 35
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response with unchanged thymic a-fodrin expression [27]. As

an isolated datum this does not necessitate the inclusion of a

second tolerogenic mechanism for Aire because it is unclear

whether a-fodrin is a primary immune target in this situation,

or autoantibodies simply result from a breach in immunolo-

gical ignorance caused by an autoimmune response against

an alternative, Aire-dependent, autoantigen. The second line

of evidence, however, is more perplexing because the use of a

monoclonal repertoire removes this caveat. In this report,

tolerance towards insulin promoter-driven OVA (insOVA) is

analysed in Aire knockout mice [28]. Like the insHEL model

[14,15], loss of Aire results in defective negative selection of

OVA-reactive T cells (both MHC class I-restricted OT-I trans-

genics and MHC class II-restricted OT-II transgenics) and

development of autoimmune diabetes [28]. However, unlike

insHEL and the endogenous insulin gene [10,14], insOVA

expression in the thymus is unchanged in the Aire knockout

[28].

These data suggest a role for Aire in thymic presentation of

antigen, above and beyond the currently acknowledged role

in thymic expression of antigen. This proposed expansion in

the scope of Aire activity is perplexing owing to two different

lines of evidence. First, the deletion of OT-II TCR transgenic

thymocytes by the insOVA transgene has been elegantly

demonstrated to be mediated by epithelial expression of

OVA followed by thymic dendritic cell capture of unpro-

cessed antigen and presentation to thymocytes [29]. Because

the epithelial cells in the OT-II/insOVA system are not

responsible for any biologically relevant levels of OVA pro-

cessing or presentation, it is difficult to see how any role of

Aire in these processes would disturb deletion of autoreactive

thymocytes. Second, it is intriguing as to how a presumably

cis-acting processing/presentation defect would affect toler-

ance towards OVA if the antigen was not restricted to Aire-

expressing mTECs. Negative selection towards ubiquitous

antigens, such as the male antigen [28] or HEL driven by

the MHC class I promoter [14], and Aire-independent ectopic

transcripts, such as human C reactive protein [28], is unaf-

fected in Aire knockout mice. Thus, for antigens not

restricted to Aire-expressing cells, the putative processing

role of Aire does not effect negative deletion. Because it

appears that insOVA does not require Aire to be transcribed

in the thymus, it becomes difficult to formulate a mechanism

by which insOVA is restricted to Aire-expressing mTECs,

such that the processing role of Aire is limiting during

negative selection. Even if these qualifications make a role

for Aire in antigen processing or presentation unlikely, the

question remains – why is tolerance towards insOVA Aire-

dependent if transcription of insOVA is Aire-independent?

Determination of the exact mechanism by which Aire is

required for insOVA tolerance will be crucial for understand-

ing the multiple layers of Aire tolerance mechanisms (see

Outstanding issues).
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Model translation to humans

Being a rationally designed in vivo model, with a homologous

genetic lesion and similar pathologies to the human disease,

the general tolerogenic role of Aire determined in Aire

knockout mice is expected to be directly translatable to

the tolerogenic role of AIRE in humans. As a model of

the specific clinical condition of APS1, however, the Aire

knockout mouse is unable to reproduce the combination of

autoimmune diseases characteristic of APS1. Thus, the devel-

opment of a high incidence of hypoparathyroidism, primary

adrenocortical failure and candidiasis infection, the three

classical symptoms of APS1, does not occur in Aire knockout

mice. The simplest explanation for this discrepancy is

that Aire knockout mice replicate the same fundamental

defect in immunological tolerance, but the clinical manifes-

tation is redirected towards alternative targets. In the case

of candidiasis infection, the propensity for Candida to

infect areas of subclinical damage might place the

ultimate causation of candidiasis in APS1 patients on muco-

cutaneous autoimmunity. Thus, the origin of the deviance

from APS1 might simply be an expansion of the clinical

diversity in APS1, created by the increased influence of MODI-

FIER LOCI in interspecies comparisons. The dramatic

influence of murine strain background on autoimmunity

(both in severity and target, see below) in Aire knockout

mice demonstrates the potential of modifier loci. The

limited use of Aire knockout mice in modelling the specific

clinical conditions associated with APS1 is therefore not a

cause of concern for its fidelity to the tolerance mechanisms

failing in both the mouse and the human. Beyond the

determination of these mechanisms, the genetic interac-

tions apparent in the Aire knockout mouse provide a poten-

tial translation into the human genetics of APS1 (see

Outstanding issues).

Sensitivity of the Aire pathway to subtle modification

One surprising outcome of the studies on the Aire knockout

mice has been the exquisite sensitivity that the Aire pathway

shows to the loss of a single copy of Aire. Aire heterozygote

mice show the same number of Aire-expressing cells in the

thymic medulla, however each cell expresses less Aire [14].

As a result, the expression of both endogenous insulin and

insHEL is reduced two- to threefold. Using the HEL-reactive

TCR transgenic � insHEL transgenic strain described above,

this partial reduction in insHEL expression in Aire hetero-

zygotes results in the increased escape of autoreactive HEL-

responsive thymocytes to the periphery, and an increase in

the incidence of autoimmune disease [14]. A similar finding

has been observed in the insOVA system, where Aire hetero-

zygosity was linked to reduced clonal deletion and increased

autoimmunity [28].

It is currently unknown if this gene-dose dependent effect

is relevant to human disease. The sibling penetrance of
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24–25% for APS1 indicates a strictly recessive trait, however

this study was performed using the strict clinical criteria

for APS1 (two of the three primary disorders). The associa-

tion of the IDDM2 insulin promoter polymorphism with
Figure 2. Clinical heat-map for genetic interactions in APS1. Clinical autoimmun

affected, and the deviation in target organ from classical APS1. The heat-map can

autoimmune disease (light blue) and that of classical APS1 (dark blue). (a) In the u

single copy of AIRE, develop no clinical disease, whereas patients with homozygou

AIRE gene-dose dependency and modifier loci recapitulates the diversity of clinica

an arrow, indicating the clinical condition to which the modifier locus drives th

increased deviation from the classical APS1 clinical condition by modifier loci. Th

rare cases push the patient outside a classical APS1 condition. Patients with hete

autoimmunity by modifier loci, even in extreme cases to a classical APS1 conditio

without AIRE mutations by multiple genetic interactions pushing the basal state tow

a modifier locus from the wild-type state (dashed arrow), insufficient to cause
autoimmune diabetes in humans indicates that a two- to

threefold reduction in thymic insulin levels (roughly equiva-

lent to that observed with Aire heterozygosity in mice) is

sufficient to predispose towards autoimmunity [30,31]. Thus,
ity can be represented on a heat-map, representing the number of organs

be divided into three regions – that of no clinical disease (white), that of

nmodified situation, patients with no defects in AIRE, or a defect in only a

s AIRE defects develop classical APS1. (b) Layering the added complexity of

l conditions observed. The effect of each modifier locus is represented by

e basal state. Patients with homozygous AIRE defects are thus driven to

e fortuitous combination of multiple resistance modifier loci can even in

rozygous AIRE defects, although normally asymptomatic, can be driven to

n. The development of common autoimmune diseases occurs in patients

ards autoimmunity. Note that AIRE heterozygosity can be represented as

autoimmunity but with a cumulative effect.
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Table 2. Population frequency of AIRE mutations

Population APS1 frequency Carrier frequency (%) Refs

Finnish 1/25,000 1.3 [40]

Iranian Jews 1/6500–1/9000 2.1–2.5 [41]

Sardinian 1/14,500 1.7 [42]

Links

� Aire knockout strains on Jax http://www.informatics.jax.org/

searches/

allele_report.cgi?_Marker_key=40880&int:_Set_key=847156

� APS1 clinical data on OMIM http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/

dispomim.cgi?id=240300
although it is unlikely that AIRE heterozygosity could lead

to APS1 development, it is possible that mutation of a single

copy of AIRE might act in a polygenic manner to contribute

towards the development of common autoimmune diseases

(Fig. 2). The large number of AIRE-dependent autoantigens

means that a diverse set of autoimmune diseases could be

influenced by AIRE heterozygosity. Currently this hypoth-

esis has not been tested in a population with a significant

frequency of AIRE heterozygosity, such as the Finnish, Sar-

dinian or Iranian Jewish populations (Table 2). However,

there is an anecdotal support for the hypothesis, with several

APS1 patients that have had only a single AIRE mutation

identified [21,32,33], and AIRE heterozygous patients with

‘atypical’ (less severe) APS1 [34,35]. Furthermore, a gene-

dose dependent effect might synergise with the partial domi-

nant negative behaviour of some APS1-causing AIRE alleles

[36].

Disease modifier loci in APS1

One of the continuing clinical mysteries in APS1 has been

the heterogeneity of target organ disease among patients,

especially between different cohorts. For example, Iranian

Jewish patients have less common candidiasis and ADDISON’S

DISEASE, whereas Finnish patients have more common dia-

betes mellitus [5]. Use of the Aire knockout mouse models of

APS1 has recently suggested the origin of this variability. In

two separate studies, Aire knockout mice were backcrossed to

several different mouse strains, and the strain genetic back-

ground was found to significantly modify the disease symp-

toms. In the first study, the BALB/c background was shown to

increase the incidence of gastric lymphocytic infiltrate and

autoantibody production in Aire knockout mice, when com-

pared with C57BL/6 Aire knockout mice [27]. In the second

study, four different genetic backgrounds were used, C57BL/

6, BALB/c, NOD and SJL/J, and a distinct but overlapping set

of pathologies developed between the different strains, with,

for example, the development of the stomach as a target

organ on the NOD and BALB/c backgrounds, and the exo-

crine pancreas tissue as a target on the NOD and SJL/J back-

grounds [37]. The NOD genetic background was detrimental

enough to turn the relatively mild autoimmune symptoms

observed on the C57BL/6 background into a disease fatal by

14 weeks of age [37]. The disease modifier loci for pancreatitis

mapped to known autoimmunity loci for insulin-dependent

diabetes, Idd1 (the MHC locus), Idd3 and Idd5 [37]. These
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results implicate the existence of disease modifier loci in the

human population, modifying the symptom set which

develops in each patient (Fig. 2). Owing to the low numbers

of APS1 patients available for linkage studies, modifier loci

have not been identified (bar a putative influence of HLA

[33,38]), however by extension from the NOD analysis, it

might be the loci that are involved in the polygenic devel-

opment of common autoimmune diseases that are also

responsible for the disease modification in APS1 patients.

Furthermore, the presence of rare individuals harbouring

homozygous AIRE-null mutations [39] without developing

APS1 might reflect a fortuitous constellation of autoimmune

resistance modifier loci.

Conclusions

Determination of the genetic basis of APS1 allowed the

rational design of a murine mouse model, the Aire knockout

mouse. As a tool to dissect the point of immunological

tolerance failure in the human disease, the Aire knockout

mouse has been indispensable. Use of the knockout has

resulted in rapid elucidation of the key tolerogenic mechan-

isms of Aire, with direct translation to APS1. This has

allowed the development of the current model by which

Aire initiates thymic transcription of organ-specific anti-

gens, allowing clonal deletion mechanisms to purge the T

cell repertoire of autoreactive clones. It has also provided key

insights on the mechanisms by which tolerance might be

broken in common autoimmune diseases, beyond the rare

condition of APS1. Finally, the genetic interactions observed

in the Aire knockout mouse have allowed the development of

testable hypotheses for the contribution of human AIRE

mutations to common autoimmune diseases, and the effect

of modifier loci in producing the variability of the clinical

condition.

Genbank accession numbers

Homo sapiens AIRE 326
Homo sapiens insulin
 3630
Homo sapiens CBP
 1387
Mus musculus Aire
 11634
Mus musculus insulin 1
 16333
Mus musculus insulin 2
 16334
Mus musculus CBP
 12914
Mus musculus a-fodrin
 20740

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi%3Fid=240300
genbank:3630
genbank:1387
genbank:11634
genbank:16333
genbank:16334
genbank:12914
genbank:20740
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi%3Fid=240300
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi%3Fid=240300
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Outstanding issues

� Mechanism of transcriptional activation of organ-specific genes.

� Dissection of nontranscriptional activity of Aire.

� Connection between AIRE heterozygosity and autoimmune

susceptibility in humans.

� Identification of modifier loci in altered disease symptoms in

humans.
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